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Abstract

In class-incremental learning (CIL) scenarios, the phe-
nomenon of catastrophic forgetting caused by the classi-
fier’s bias towards the current task has long posed a signif-
icant challenge. It is mainly caused by the characteristic of
discriminative models. With the growing popularity of the
generative multi-modal models, we would explore replacing
discriminative models with generative ones for CIL. How-
ever, transitioning from discriminative to generative mod-
els requires addressing two key challenges. The primary
challenge lies in transferring the generated textual infor-
mation into the classification of distinct categories. Ad-
ditionally, it requires formulating the task of CIL within
a generative framework. To this end, we propose a novel
generative multi-modal model (GMM) framework for class-
incremental learning. Our approach directly generates la-
bels for images using an adapted generative model. After
obtaining the detailed text, we use a text encoder to ex-
tract text features and employ feature matching to deter-
mine the most similar label as the classification predic-
tion. In the conventional CIL settings, we achieve signifi-
cantly better results in long-sequence task scenarios. Un-
der the Few-shot CIL setting, we have improved by at least
14% accuracy over all the current state-of-the-art methods
with significantly less forgetting. Our code is available at
https://github.com/DoubleClass/GMM .

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks [19, 33, 56] have made remark-
able strides in numerous applications, primarily owing to
the vast amounts of data and computational resources at
their disposal. Nonetheless, these accomplishments are pre-
dominantly contingent on having access to all the required
data simultaneously for training on various tasks. In cases
where data is acquired incrementally, these networks of-
ten encounter the challenge of catastrophic forgetting [43].
Hence, the capacity to seamlessly incorporate new knowl-
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Figure 1. Illustration of conventional discriminative models for
class-incremental learning (CIL) and our generative multi-modal
models (GMM) for CIL. Discriminative models pose potential risk
of classifier bias toward current task with network expasion. Our
GMM framework consists generation and classification phases.
And It is adapted to CIL based on the similarity of generated text
and the true category names.

edge while retaining previously acquired knowledge is a
highly desirable attribute for future artificial intelligence
systems. Continual learning [45, 67, 77, 84] is a subject of
study aimed at advancing the evolution of neural networks
toward this goal.

Numerous studies have delved into continual learning,
categorizing their approaches into three main groups [14]:
rehearsal-based, architecture-based, and regularization-
based methods. Additionally, hybrid methods are gaining
popularity as they combine insights from different perspec-
tives. Within this research landscape, three primary sce-
narios [66] have received extensive attention, with class-
incremental learning (CIL) [41] being one of the most de-
manding settings. In our work, we concentrate on CIL,
wherein each task comprises a distinct set of classes, and
the primary challenge is to enable the network to recognize
new classes without forgetting knowledge of previously en-
countered ones.

The majority of existing research on class-incremental
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learning (CIL) focuses on training models from scratch, re-
lying solely on data from the current tasks [7, 15, 16, 24, 26,
29, 48, 74, 76, 89]. In contrast, humans accumulate knowl-
edge over extended periods, drawing upon a wealth of prior
world knowledge. Consequently, there has been a growing
interest in pre-trained models for CIL [55, 71, 72, 81, 86],
harnessing the knowledge acquired from extensive, pre-
existing datasets to address the immediate tasks at hand. For
instance, prompt-based methods [55, 71, 72] utilize prompt-
tuning to summrize task-specific knowledge from prior pre-
trained knowledge. SLCA [81] and ADAM [85], on the
other hand, solely fine-tuning the pre-trained model to adapt
the pre-existing knowledge into the objectives of immediate
tasks.

To tackle image classification downstream tasks, pre-
trained models are traditionally derived from discrimina-
tive tasks, like supervised learning on datasets such as
ImageNet-21K [49], or they may stem from self-supervised
learning efforts [6, 9, 10, 22]. However, in our research, we
venture into the paradigm of generative multi-modal mod-
els to address image classification tasks. Generative models
like GPT4 [44] and LLaVa [32] have garnered significant
attention in recent years due to their capacity to produce
highly informative descriptions of input images. On the one
hand, it can harness the wealth of semantic correspondences
between texts and images, while on the other hand, there’s
no requirement to expand the classifier with each new task,
unlike in the case of discriminative models for CIL.

Nonetheless, harnessing the knowledge from pre-trained
generative models for downstream class-incremental learn-
ing (CIL) tasks presents a nontrivial endeavor. The primary
challenge lies in transferring the generated textual informa-
tion into the classification of distinct categories. Addition-
ally, there’s the task of formulating CIL within a genera-
tive framework, which poses a second significant challenge.
Shao et al. [52] presents the VAG system, which formulates
CIL as a continual label generation problem, preserving the
language model’s ability to learn new classes. However,
it only works in the field of Natural Language Processing
(NLP), which is inherently suited to Large Language Mod-
els (LLM). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to apply this generative approach to incremental learning in
the field of image classification.

In this work, we propose Generative Multi-modal Mod-
els (GMM) for class-incremental learning. As illustrated in
Fig. 1 (a), conventional discriminative methods extract im-
age features with a network backbone, then forward them to
a classifier to obtain the probability of the image belonging
to each label, with the label having the highest probabil-
ity being the output of the discriminative models. While
in Fig. 1 (b), we adopt a generative approach, which di-
rectly produces a descriptive sentence for the given image,
which is then compared with the actual label texts with a

text encoder. The most similar label becomes the predicted
result of our generative model. This approach allows us
to leverage the rich pre-training knowledge in generative
multi-modal models while avoiding the use of the expanded
classification head, which mitigates the risk of the model
bias towards the current task and reduces catastrophic for-
getting.

The main contributions of this paper are:
• We propose a novel generative approach (GMM) to

address class-incremental learning by leveraging multi-
modal models.

• We reformulate GMM for image classification and adapt
it for the downstream benchmarks. Without an expanded
classification head like in discriminative models, our
model significantly mitigates the issue of bias towards
current tasks, resulting in significantly reduced forgetting
in CIL.

• Our model achieves state-of-the-art performance across
multiple datasets in both conventional and few-shot CIL
settings.

2. Related Work
2.1. Class-Incremental Learning

In Class-Incremental Learning, tasks arrive sequentially,
and each class is exclusive to a specific task without any
overlap. The goal is to acquire knowledge from new
classes while preserving information from previously en-
countered classes. There are three primary branches in
CIL [14], including rehearsal-based, architecture-based,
and regularization-based methods. Rehearsal-based meth-
ods [1, 7, 48, 75] store a small set of data derived from old
classes to represent knowledge from previous tasks. These
exemplar data can be either original data [48], generative
data [18, 54] or hidden features [20]. Architecture-based
methods focus on modifying network architecture to alle-
viate forgetting. Approaches include learning redundant
network architecture [17, 47], learning different expert net-
works [3, 50] or parameters [38, 40, 51] for each task, dy-
namically expanding network parameters to accumulate in-
cremental knowledge [76]. Regularization-based methods
introduce an additional regularization term to restrict net-
work updates when adapting to new tasks. In such cases,
EWC [26], SDC [78] and Rotated-EWC [35] expect that
parameters essential for the old tasks should not be updated
excessively. Moreover, from the perspective of network out-
put consistency, numerous studies [25, 30, 36, 61, 80] incor-
porate distillation to prevent forgetting.
Few-shot CIL Few-shot Class-Incremental Learning (FS-
CIL) [42, 62] explores few-shot learning in an incremental
context, with all data samples available for base session and
very limited data in each incremental session. Some FSCIL
methods [11, 62, 83] train the model in both base and incre-



mental sessions, aiming to mitigate overfitting challenges
caused by the limited data in incremental learning. Other
strategies [53, 79, 90] primarily train the model in the base
session and make minimal adjustments in the incremental
sessions, thereby reducing forgetting but may come at the
cost of decreased precision in the incremental sessions.

2.2. Pre-trained models for CIL

There are many methods [63, 72, 73] having shown that pre-
trained models are effective for continual learning. One
main branch trains a set of prompts to retain previous
knowledge [55, 68, 71, 72]. A selected subset of prompts
are fed into the model during forward to prompt model the
past knowledge. Additionally, methods like SLCA [81] and
ADAM [85] fine-tune pre-trained models, achieving im-
pressive results with less forgetting. Continual-CLIP [63]
demonstrates that the CLIP [46] model is capable of per-
forming continual learning without any extra training. This
highlights the significant potential of multi-modal pre-
trained models in the realm of continual learning. Inspired
by this, many methods [37, 86] employ CLIP as the back-
bone to utilize the multi-modal information. However, if
not using a classifier directly, these approaches need to uti-
lize expanded text features to calculate distances with image
features for classification. This will exacerbate the model’s
bias towards current data, consequently leading to the for-
getting of previously acquired knowledge. To avoid this
bias, we use a generative model to directly generate predic-
tion text. The fixed text decoder will function as the classi-
fier, significantly alleviating the bias.

2.3. Vision Language Models

In recent years, vision-language multi-modal models have
made significant progress and achieved impressive results
in various downstream tasks [5, 28, 34, 70]. Traditional
vision-language models employ different types of encoders
to extract information from vision and language models, in-
cluding single-stream [57], dual-stream [39] and fusion [60]
encoders. A key aspect of vision-language models is the
alignment of multi-modal features. CLIP [46], for example,
extracts image and text features separately using respec-
tive encoders and enforces alignment through a contrastive
loss, ensuring alignment between positive image-text pairs
in the feature space. VisualGPT [8] and Frozen [65] lever-
age pre-trained models as encoders for visual-language
tasks. From then on, the utilization of pre-trained mod-
els in vision-language tasks became more and more pop-
ular. For instance, Flamingo [2] and BLIP-2 [27] align
the pre-trained image and text encoders employing gated
cross-attention and Q-Former, respectively. Furthermore,
LLaVA [32] and MiniGPT-4 [88] leverage more robust
Large Language Models (LLM) [13, 64] as text encoders,
while only training a projection layer for alignment. With

the increasing popularity of LLM, an increasing number
of studies [4, 69, 87] explore the potential of multi-modal
LLMs for vision-language tasks.

3. Method
In this section, we introduce the preliminaries of class-
incremental learning and generative multi-modal models.
Then, we present our approach to leverage generative mod-
els for CIL and the corresponding learning process.

3.1. Preliminaries

Class-Incremental Learning. Given N tasks T =
{T1, T2, ..., TN}, the goal of class-incremental learning is
to learn each task Tt with its associated data {Xt,Yt}
in a sequential order. For each task, it contains samples
{xi,yi}, i = 1, ..., nt, where xi is the images and yi is the
corresponding one-hot labels. Typically, Xi∩Xj = ∅,∀i ̸=
j. At inference, the model is tested on all seen tasks without
task IDs. In some scenarios, fixed memory storage is set to
keep a few samples of previous tasks to prevent forgetting.

Normally, a CIL model consists of a feature extractor
and a classifier head F = {fθ,Hϕ} which are parameter-
ized by {θ, ϕ}. In traditional class-incremental learning, θ
is usually a modified ResNet [21] with all parameters tun-
able. In pre-trained or prompt-based methods, θ represents
fewer trainable parameters like a linear adaptor or a cou-
ple of prompts. ϕ is a linear classifier head projecting im-
age features to probability predictions, which has to be ex-
panded for each new task in order to make predictions for
the new classes. The conventional Cross Entropy loss is of-
ten used for updating θ and ϕ, which for task t is:

LCE(Xt,Yt; θ, ϕ) = − 1

nt

nt∑
i=1

yi · logH (f (xi; θ) ;ϕ) .

(1)
In the continual learning process, the parameter ϕ can eas-
ily deviate to the data of the current task due to the absence
or scarcity of old samples in the previous tasks, resulting in
forgetting the previously acquired knowledge and deterio-
rating the overall performance.

Generative Multi-Modal Models (GMM). Multi-modal
models have demonstrated exceptional performance in gen-
erating detailed image descriptions by incorporating both
visual and textual information. Notably, GPT-4 [44] stands
out as an advanced model proficient in generating compre-
hensive image descriptions and providing explanations for
the depicted content. Furthermore, MiniGPT-4 [88] pro-
poses a two-stage fine-tuning process that aligns image fea-
tures and large language models, enabling LLaMa [64] to
recognize images and conduct further dialogue based on the
image content.
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Figure 2. The overview structure of our proposed method. The conceptual illustration of the generative multi-modal model (GMM) is
shown on the left. In order to adapt this model for CIL, We have to turn the GMM model for classification and further adapt to our
objective benchmark for learning (see Sec. 3.2). On the right side, we demonstrate how the final evaluation is taken for CIL with all seen
classes. Text encoder is used for obtaining the embeddings for similarity prediction.

As shown in Fig. 2, these models consist of an encoder
fenc to generate content embeddings including image em-
bedding and text embedding, which is further used as the
input of an auto-aggressive decoder fdec to generate image
descriptions. Input image xi is encoded as an image embed-
ding ei, and question embeddings q with q1, ..., ql can be
concatenated with the image embedding together to gener-
ate answer embeddings s with s1, ..., sm. The output tokens
are generated one by one with the condition of previously
generated tokens. For instance, sm is generated with all
previous m− 1 tokens (see the decoder in Fig. 2).

3.2. Generative Multi-Modal Models for CIL

We adhere to the foundational settings of MiniGPT-4, incor-
porating a frozen image encoder fenc followed by a train-
able projection layer for adaptation to downstream tasks, as
shown in Fig. 2. Our primary innovation involves the direct
utilization of generative models to produce text, which can
then serve as a basis for discriminative classification. How-
ever, two major challenges need addressing. First, there
is the issue of adapting generative multi-modal models for
classification, given that the generated text may differ sig-
nificantly from class names. Second, we must devise a
mechanism for our classification benchmarks to learn in a
manner consistent with generative multi-modal models. We
introduce these two aspects as follows.

Turning GMM for classification. We employ a distance
metric to bridge the gap between generative and discrimina-
tive models. During training, we use the real label’s text to

encourage the model to predict the label of an image with
a concise and accurate sentence in the format of “This is a
photo of [CLS].” avoiding detailed descriptions of all con-
tents in the image. During testing, the model follows the
format to output the category text for a given image. We
extract the content in “[CLS]”, then obtain its text features
using the CLIP [46] text encoder ftext, and compute the dis-
tance with text features of all categories seen by now. The
closest class was then considered the final prediction of the
generative model.

Converting CIL Benchmarks for adaptation. CIL is
usually evaluated on ImageNet, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet-
R datasets. These datasets usually consist of images and
corresponding one-hot labels {Xt,Yt}. Using the CI-
FAR100 dataset as an example, we pair each image with
a sentence to form an image-text pair format {Xt,St} with
the template: “This is a photo of [CLS]”, where “[CLS]”
is the label name of that category, such as apple, dog, etc.
Next, we partitioned the 100 classes into various tasks based
on different settings and fed them into the model sequen-
tially. After completing the training on task T , the model
should be capable of classifying all the classes encompassed
from task 0 to task T . Note that only the linear projection
layer is updated for further adaptation.

3.3. Optimization and Inference

Optimization. For each task t, we obtain the current
task’s image-text pair {Xt,St}, where St contains the cor-
responding sentence of each image. During training, we



Type Method Exemplar
Tiny-ImageNet ImageNet-R

5 tasks 10 tasks 20 tasks 10 tasks
Avg Last Avg Last Avg Last Last

Conventional

EWC [26] % 19.01 6.00 15.82 3.79 12.35 4.73 35.00
LwF [29] % 22.31 7.34 17.34 4.73 12.48 4.26 38.50
iCaRL [48] ! 45.95 34.60 43.22 33.22 37.85 27.54 -
EEIL [7] ! 47.17 35.12 45.03 34.64 40.41 29.72 -
UCIR [24] ! 50.30 39.42 48.58 37.29 42.84 30.85 -
PASS [89] % 49.54 41.64 47.19 39.27 42.01 32.93 -
DyTox [16] ! 55.58 47.23 52.26 42.79 46.18 36.21 -

Discriminative
PT models

Continual-CLIP[63] % 70.49 66.43 70.55 66.43 70.51 66.43 72.00
L2P [72] % 83.53 78.32 76.37 65.78 68.04 52.40 72.92
L2P [72] ! 80.24 72.89 80.08 72.61 79.44 70.41 59.78
DualPrompt [71] % 85.15 81.01 81.38 73.73 73.45 60.16 68.82
DualPrompt [71] ! 79.92 72.83 79.15 73.21 80.17 71.74 57.02
CODA-Prompt [55] % 85.91 81.36 82.80 75.28 77.43 66.32 73.88
Linear Probe % 74.38 65.40 69.73 58.31 60.14 49.72 45.17
Linear Probe ! 70.10 61.11 69.35 64.19 71.64 70.50 55.72

Generative
PT models

Zero-shot % 58.16 53.72 58.10 53.72 58.13 53.72 67.38
GMM (Ours) % 83.42 76.98 82.49 76.51 81.70 76.03 80.72
GMM (Ours) ! 84.16 78.46 83.95 78.64 84.23 79.17 89.41

Table 1. Comparison results of our method with other conventional baselines and methods learned with discriminative pre-trained (PT)
models on Tiny-ImageNet and ImageNet-R under the conventional CIL setting. “Avg” represents the averaged performance after training
each task, and “Last” represents the performance on all test samples after training the last task.

first utilize a tokenizer to tokenize and acquire the embed-
ding of the questions and answers. We leverage pre-trained
encoder fenc and the projection layer to obtain the corre-
sponding features for the input images:

ei = fenc(xi; θenc). (2)

Then, the question embedding and the ground-truth em-
bedding of this question, e.g., “This is a photo of [CLS]”,
is concatenated with image embedding. The final input of
LLM Decoder fdec is:

êi = CONCATE(bos, ei,q, s, eos). (3)

bos is the symbol of the sentence beginning, and eos is the
symbol for the end of the sentence. This encourages tokens
at positions m− 1 to predict token m:

P (ŝ1, ŝ2, ..., ŝm|xi,q, s) =

m−1∏
j=1

P (sj |ei,q, s1, s2, . . . , sj−1),

(4)
where sj indicates the ground-truth answer token and ŝm

is the generated prediction. Then, we can compute the Cross
Entropy loss as follows:

LCE = − 1

m

m∑
j=1

sj · log ŝj . (5)

Inference. During inference, we use the updated projec-
tion layer in conjunction with the pre-trained encoder to ob-
tain image features. These image features, combined with
the question embeddings are then passed to the LLM De-
coder to obtain the text output.

pred = argmax < ftext(s), ftext(̂s) >, (6)

where ftext is the text encoder, <,> is the cosine similarity
used to calculate the final predictions pred.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental setups

Datasets and Baselines. We conduct experiments in both
conventional CIL and Few-shot CIL scenarios. In conven-
tional CIL, we evaluate on three datasets. CIFAR100, Tiny-
ImageNet and ImageNet-R. CIFAR100 contains 60,000 im-
ages of 32x32 pixels in 100 categories. Each category has
600 images, of which 500 are for the training set, and 100
are for the test set. We experiment with two settings, B0-
n and B50-n. The former splits 100 classes into n tasks,
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Figure 3. Comparison of our method with other SOTA baselines on CIFAR100 and Tiny-ImageNet under the conventional CIL setting.

while the latter trains on 50 classes first and then distributes
the other 50 classes across 5/10 tasks.

Tiny-ImageNet contains 200 classes out of the original
1000 classes in ImageNet, with 550 images per class, of
which 500 are in the training set and 50 are in the test set.
The images are down-sampled to 64 × 64 pixels, which
makes them easier to process and analyze. We train the first
task in half 100 classes and split the other 100 classes into
5/10/20 tasks following [89].

ImageNet-R [23] contains 200 classes of images, which
are included in the original ImageNet 1000 classes. How-
ever, many images are newly added and have various styles,
such as sketch, painting, misc, etc. The dataset poses a great
challenge for continual learning, as it has a wide diversity
of image categories and styles and an uneven distribution
of samples ranging from 45 to 500 per category. We fol-
low [71] to split the dataset into 10 tasks, each containing
20 classes.

In Few-shot CIL, we use CIFAR100 and mini-
ImageNet [49] following the split proposed by [62]. For
both datasets, we partition the data into two parts: base ses-
sion and incremental sessions. The base session comprises
60 classes with all data available, while the incremental ses-
sion follows a 5-way 5-shot setting, meaning that each ses-
sion consists of only 5 classes with 5 samples each.

In both conventional and few-shot scenarios, we com-

pare our method with some of the current state-of-the-art
approaches, including conventional methods [7, 15, 16, 24,
29, 48, 53, 74, 76, 82, 89], pre-trained and prompt-based
methods [55, 71, 72], and some specifically designed meth-
ods [12, 53, 62, 79] for few-shot scenarios. Additionally, we
compare with a linear probe baseline, wherein features ob-
tained from the image encoder are connected to a classifier
for classification. We also consider the Zero-shot approach,
where the generated text is directly used for classification
without further fine-tuning.

Implementation Details. We follow BLIP2 [27] to use
the EVA-CLIP [59] pre-trained ViT-g/14 and BLIP2 pre-
trained Qfomer. We also used the MiniGPT-4 pre-trained
projection layer checkpoint as our initial parameters. Un-
der the many-shot “B0” setting, we employ a learning rate
of 3e-7 and use a scheduler with cosine decay. The total
training process consists of 2 epochs only. In B50 or B100
settings, we first train the linear layer with a learning rate of
3e-6 on the base classes, and then on the subsequent tasks,
we adopt a lower learning rate of 3e-7, both employing a
cosine decay scheduler. For the few-shot setting, we use
a learning rate of 3e-6 for both base task and incremental
tasks. We train one epoch for the base task and two epochs
for incremental tasks.



0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 PD↓

iCaRL [48] 61.31 46.32 42.94 37.63 30.49 24.00 20.89 18.80 17.21 44.10

EEIL [7] 61.31 46.58 44.00 37.29 33.14 27.12 24.10 21.57 19.58 41.73

LUCIR [24] 61.31 47.80 39.31 31.91 25.68 21.35 18.67 17.24 14.17 47.14

TOPIC [62] 61.31 50.09 45.17 41.16 37.48 35.52 32.19 29.46 24.42 36.89

CEC [79] 72.00 66.83 62.97 59.43 56.70 53.73 51.19 49.24 47.63 24.37

F2M [53] 72.05 67.47 63.16 59.70 56.71 53.77 51.11 49.21 47.84 24.21

MetaFSCIL [12] 72.04 67.94 63.77 60.29 57.58 55.16 52.90 50.79 49.19 22.85

Entropy-reg [31] 71.84 67.12 63.21 59.77 57.01 53.95 51.55 49.52 48.21 23.63

L2P∗ [72] 94.12 87.20 80.99 75.67 70.94 66.76 63.11 59.81 56.83 37.29

DualPrompt∗ [71] 93.97 86.85 80.67 75.31 70.61 66.44 62.77 59.58 56.80 37.17

CODA-Prompt∗ [55] 95.37 88.86 82.69 77.87 74.47 70.16 66.46 63.73 61.14 34.23

Zero-shot 58.08 58.95 57.76 57.89 58.19 57.42 56.26 54.82 54.95 3.13
GMM (Ours) 89.35 88.40 86.11 85.07 83.61 81.35 78.97 77.34 75.18 14.17

Table 2. Comparison results of our method with other SOTA baselines on mini-ImageNet under the few-shot CIL setting. Phase 0 is the
base task with all samples available, and the following 1-8 phases are the incremental 5-way 5-shot tasks. The reported accuracy is the test
result on all seen classes after each session of training. “PD” represents Performance Prop between session 0 and session 8, with lower
values indicating lower forgetting. ∗ indicates our re-implementation based on PILOT [58].

4.2. Experiments on Conventional CIL

In Table 1, we can see that our method outperforms all
conventional methods by a large margin, including ResNet-
based method DER and ViT-based DyTox. Note that with-
out exemplar, our performance is a bit lower than Dual-
Prompt and CODA-Prompt at B100-5 setting. We argue
that their performance is mainly due to the backbone pre-
trained on ImageNet-21K, which largely overlaps with CI-
FAR100 and Tiny-ImageNet. Another interesting observa-
tion is that our method has better performance than all base-
lines under longer sequence settings (B100-10, B100-20).
We believe this is because generative models do not rely on
classification heads, making them less prone to bias toward
the current task, resulting in less forgetting of past tasks.
The Linear probe setting performs less than our method, in-
dicating that our main contribution is not from the Large
pre-trained ViT but the generation pipeline. In addition, the
Zero-shot performance is superior to many traditional base-
lines, meaning that the Generative Multi-modal Models are
indeed efficient Class-Incremental learners, but its output is
less concise without fine-tuning (see Fig. 4).

In Fig. 3, we compared our approach with some pre-
trained models on CIFAR100 and Tiny-ImageNet in terms
of last task accuracy (all baselines are based on PILOT [58]
and use 2000 exemplars). It can be observed that our
method does not outperform other approaches in the ini-
tial tasks (0-2) and short sequence settings (B0-5, B100-5).

This is because we do not rely on a supervised ImageNet-
21K pre-trained backbone. Besides, we trained each task
for only 1-2 epochs to ensure efficiency without sacrificing
generalization. However, our method exhibits significant
advantages in long sequences and later tasks. For instance,
under the CIFAR100 B0-20 setting, we outperform CODA-
Prompt by 10 points and DualPrompt by 7 points.

4.3. Experiments on Few-shot CIL

In Table 2, we compare our method with several baselines
in the few-shot setting on mini-ImageNet. The evaluation
metric is the model’s accuracy across all the classes it has
encountered so far. Our method outperforms conventional
methods by a substantial margin in the final task, achieving
an increase of more than 26%. Furthermore, we surpass
the best discriminative pre-trained approach CODA-Prompt
by more then 14% points. It’s important to note that our
accuracy in the first task (89.35) might not be as high as
CODA-Prompt (95.37). However, in subsequent sessions,
we consistently perform better than CODA-Prompt due to
our ability to learn new tasks and retain knowledge of old
tasks simultaneously.

In Table 3, our method outperforms all other baselines
on the CIFAR100 dataset of the few-shot setting, achiev-
ing a remarkably lower Performance Drop (PD) of 10.06.
Furthermore, the Zero-shot baseline can achieve a very low
PD due to the absence of forgetting. However, its overall
performance is not very satisfying, as the length and con-



This is a photo of a statue of a 
bird with a long beak and a 
long neck. It is made of stone 
and has a blue sky background.

This is a pelican.

This is a painting of a fire 
truck. The fire truck is red and 
has a ladder on the side. The 
ladder is painted in white. The 
fire truck has a red and white 
stripe on the side. 

This is a fire engine.
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if it is flying. The bird is made 
of bronze and has a green 
patina. It is located in a park.

This is a toy car with a duck in 
the driver's seat. The car is red 
and has a fire truck on the back. 
The duck is wearing a 
firefighter's helmet and has a 
fire hose in its hand. 
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Figure 4. Visual comparison examples of our method against frozen MiniGPT-4 [88] (Zero-shot). Text with a gray background is generated
by MiniGPT-4 based on the image, while text with a orange background represents our method’s output. The ground-truth labels are
displayed on the left side of each row of images. All images displayed here are random sampled from ImageNet-R.

Method 0 4 8 PD↓

iCaRL [48] 64.10 27.93 13.73 50.37

EEIL [7] 64.10 28.96 15.85 48.25

LUCIR [24] 64.10 31.61 13.54 50.56

TOPIC [62] 64.10 40.11 29.37 34.73

CEC [79] 73.07 58.09 49.14 23.93

F2M [53] 71.45 57.76 49.35 22.06

MetaFSCIL [12] 74.50 59.48 49.97 24.53

Entropy-reg [31] 74.40 59.71 50.14 24.26

L2P∗ [72] 91.22 68.66 54.89 36.33

DualPrompt∗ [71] 91.08 68.45 54.67 36.41

CODA-Prompt∗ [55] 93.55 71.91 59.32 34.23

Zero-shot 74.13 72.59 67.93 6.20
GMM (Ours) 91.53 85.65 81.47 10.06

Table 3. Comparison results of our method with other SOTA base-
lines on CIFAR100 under the few-shot CIL setting.

tent of its output are inconsistent and unpredictable without
fine-tuning.

4.4. Visualizations

In Fig. 4, we present some comparison examples of our
methods against GMM without fine-tuning [88]. We can
see that GMM without fine-tuning provides an intuitive de-
scription of the overall image content with varying lengths
of output text. However, it tends to recognize only broad
categories (e.g., biar, car) and struggles with fine-grained
categorization (e.g., pelican, truck). The descriptions are
sometimes somewhat repetitive (e.g., first fire engine). In
contrast, our fine-tuned method accurately identifies the im-

age’s real category, even if there are occasional discrepan-
cies with the true labels (e.g., ”fire engine” vs. ”fire truck”).
Besides, with the assistance of the text encoder during the
testing phase, our model can achieve correct classification
results even when predicting similar but not identical text.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose GMM to use generative models
for class-incremental learning. By fine-tuning the Genera-
tive Multi-modal Model (GMM), we directly generate the
label text of the images to be classified. Then we select the
label most similar to the generated text by its features. Our
experiments demonstrate that this method, which does not
require a classification head, is highly effective in address-
ing classification biases in continual learning.

Limitations. Since we are the first to introduce generative
models to class-incremental learning, the overall design of
our method is embarrassingly simple. We believe that with
more focused efforts in this direction, there will be signifi-
cant advancements in the field of continual learning.

Broader impact. We believe that introducing GMM into
continual learning (CL) is both necessary and urgent. With
the rapid development of GMM, we can leverage their ca-
pabilities to improve the performance of continual learning.
Besides, integrating CL methods into the training process
of GMM could significantly reduce training costs.
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